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Age 18+ : Registration open



Co-WIN is a platform for

the citizens of India to

Register for COVID-19

vaccination and schedule

their vaccination slots at

the nearest vaccination

centers.

What is



Why Registration and Scheduling 

for vaccine is necessary?
• For COVID-19 vaccine, a vast logistics operation 

will be needed. 

• Millions of  doses must travel hundreds of  miles 

from manufacturers to hospitals, doctor’s offices, 

and pharmacies.

• Then in turn they must store, track, and 

eventually get the vaccines to people all across 

the country. 

• A veil when opened must be given to 10 persons 

within a short span of  time.

• Scheduling is necessary to avoid wastage of  this 

precious medicine.



How it 

Works



You can get your COVID

Vaccination Certificates 

from these too





Registration and Appointment for Vaccination



Step 1-Registration process

https://selfregistration.cowin.gov.in/

Step-1- Open the 

following link: 



Step 2- Provide your mobile Number in 

the mentioned space and you will receive an 

OTP for the confirmation 



You will get a page like this 

asking for the details about your 

ID proof  and other details e.g

here Aadhaar Card is used for 

registration. You can register 4 

members with one mobile 

Number.

Step-3

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx



The details will appear like that for registered person (here covered via Yellow

colour) and Dose 1 Appointment need to be scheduled as per the availability of

slots in your district/area

Step-4 

XXXXXXXXXXX



You can search the nearest healthcare facility which is providing vaccination (Both

Government and Private) via search by PIN or Search by District and list of centres will

appear accordingly. Check the available slots indicated via green colour and NA

indicates not yet scheduled and accordingly plan for first

Step-5





Features of  Citizen Self  registration Module

The following features will be available for the Citizen :

1. Register for a vaccination session (with a choice of  registering additional 3 members) 

2. Selection of  Vaccination center of  convenience 

3. Schedule vaccination Date as per slot availability at a Center 

4. Reschedule Vaccination date





However these common Side effects may vary from person to person 



Citizen:

Do,s

&

Don'ts



User Manual Citizen Registration 

and Appointment for Vaccination 

Please refer the detailed manual for more 

information by using the following link:

https://prod-cdn.preprod.co-

vin.in/assets/pdf/User_Guide_Citizen

%20registration_18+.pdf



Please refer the

following websites

for more detailed

information
https://www.cowin.gov.in/ho

me

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid

_vaccination/vaccination/index.h

tml






